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Connections between q-rook polynomials and matrices over finite fields are
exploited to derive a new statistic for Garsia and Remmel's q-hit polynomial. Both
this new statistic mat and another statistic for the q-hit polynomial j recently
introduced by Dworkin are shown to induce different multiset Mahonian permuta-
tion statistics for any Ferrers board. In addition, for the triangular boards they are
shown to generate different families of Euler]Mahonian statistics. For these
boards the j family includes Denert's statistic den, and gives a new proof of Foata
 .  .and Zeilberger's Theorem that exc, den is equidistributed with des, maj . The
mat family appears to be new. A proof is also given that the q-hit polynomials are
symmetric and unimodal. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Notation: LHS and RHS are abbreviations for ``left-hand-side'' and
``right-hand side,'' respectively. N denotes the nonnegative integers, Z the
integers, P the positive integers, and F a finite field with q elements.q
A board is a subset of an n = n grid of squares. We label the squares of
 .the grid with the same row, column coordinates as the squares of an
 .n = n matrix; the lower-left-hand-corner square has label n, 1 , etc. A
 .  .Ferrers board is a board with the property that i, j g B « k, p g B for
w x1 F k F i and j F p F n. Garsia and Remmel GaRe introduced the
following q-rook polynomial
R B [ q invC , B . , 1 .  .k
C
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where the sum is over all placements C of k nonattacking rooks on the
squares of the Ferrers board B. Nonattacking means no two rooks are in
the same column, and no two are in the same row. To calculate the
 .statistic inv C, B , cross out all squares which either contain a rook, or are
above or to the right of any rook. The number of squares of B not crossed
 .  .out is inv C, B see Fig. 1 .
Garsia and Remmel showed that the R enjoy many of the samek
properties as the famous rook numbers r introduced by Riordan andk
w xKaplansky KaRi, Rio . For example,
n n
w x w x w x w xx x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 R B s x q c y i q 1 , 2 .  . nyk i
is1ks0
w x  x.  .where x [ 1 y q r 1 y q and c [ the number of squares in the ithi
column of B. Note that our definition of a board requires c F n suchn
.boards are called admissible in the literature . This assumption holds
 .throughout the article, except as noted in Theorem 7. When q ª 1 in 2
w xwe get a classic result of Goldman, Joichi, and White GJW . As noted by
 .Garsia and Remmel, an interesting consequence of 2 is that two Ferrers
boards have the same rook numbers if and only if they have the same
q-rook numbers, since both of these are determined by the multiset whose
 .elements are the shifted column heights c B y i q 1.i
w x w x  .Letting k ![  i , and defining T B via1F iF k k
n n n
k i kw xk !R B x y q s T x , 3 .  . .  nyk k
iskq1ks0 ks0
FIG. 1. A placement of three rooks with in¨ statistic 6.
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another result of Garsia and Remmel is that
T B s qstatC , B . , . k
C
n rooks, k on B
 .for some statistic stat C, B g N. In the sum above C is a placement of n
nonattacking rooks on the n = n grid, with exactly k on B. For q s 1 it
 .reduces to t B , the hit number of Riordan and Kaplansky, which equalsk
the number of permutations which ``hit'' k of the ``forbidden positions''
represented by the squares of B.
 .Garsia and Remmel gave a recursive definition of stat C, B , and left it
 .as an open problem to determine a method of generating T B directlyk
w  .xfrom the rook placements as in the definition of R B . This problem hask
w xrecently been solved by Dworkin Dwo , who shows that
T B s q j C , B . , . k
C
n rooks, k on B
 .where j C, B is calculated by the following procedure.
First place a bullet under each rook, and an x to the right of any rook.
Next, for each rook on B, place a circle in the empty cells of B that are
below it in the column. Then for each rook off B, place a circle in the
empty cells below it in the column, and also in the empty cells of B above
 .it in the column. Then j C, B is the number of circles. See Fig. 2.
FIG. 2. A placement of six rooks with two rooks on B: j s 10.
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The main result in this article is another solution to Garsia and
Remmel's problem, discovered before the author knew of Dworkin's
result. This new statistic, which we call mat, bears superficial similarities to
Dworkin's j , but the author has been unable to show that one being a
solution implies the other is as well. We arrive at mat by counting matrices
over finite fields subject to certain constraints, while Dworkin first general-
izes a recurrence for the hit numbers given by Riordan, then shows j
satisfies this recurrence.
A permutation s of a multiset M is a linear list s s ??? s of the1 2 aM
 .elements of M. For any vector v s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ of nonnegative integers,1 2 t
 ¨1 ¨ 2 ¨ t4  .let 1 2 ??? t denote the multiset having ¨ copies of i, and let M v bei
 ¨1 ¨ 2 ¨ t4  .the set of permutations of 1 2 ??? t . If v s 1, 1, . . . , 1 is the vector
 .with n ones, we identify the element s s ??? s g M v with the element1 2 n
1 2 ??? n
s s ??? s /1 2 n
of the symmetric group S .n
A statistic stat on permutations in S is called Mahonian ifn
stats . w xq s n !.
sgSn
It is called multiset Mahonian if
aMstats .q s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨1 2 t .sgM v
for all vectors v, where
w xaM !aM
[ t¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨1 2 t w x ¨ !is1 i
is the q-multinomial coefficient. The study of Mahonian statistics has
become a large enterprise in recent years. Dworkin showed that j induces
a Mahonian statistic for any Ferrers board B, and we generalize this to
show how j and mat both induce multiset Mahonian statistics. We should
mention that Dworkin gave his definition and results for j in the more
general setting of skyline boards, which are obtained by permuting the
columns of a Ferrers board. Unfortunately, if we extend our definition of
mat in a straightforward way, the resulting statistic is not Mahonian for
skyline boards; in fact, it is not even nonnegative. For that reason, we will
restrict our attention to Ferrers boards in this article.
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 .For s ; M v , a descent of s is a value of i, 1 F i - n, such that
s ) s , where n s  ¨ . MacMahon showed the statistic maj is multiseti iq1 i i
Mahonian, where
maj s [ i . . 
i: s )si iq1
 .  .Let des s denote the number of descents of s . A pair stat1, stat2 of
statistics on permutations in S is called Euler]Mahonian if it is equidistri-n
 .buted with des, maj , i.e., if
pstat1s .qstat2s . s P dess .qmajs . . 
sgS sgSn n
 .Dworkin noted that j B is part of an Euler]Mahonian pair if B is a
triangular-shaped board. In Section 4 we develop this idea further, and
show how j and mat both induce families of eight Euler]Mahonian pairs
 .of statistics each of the form des, stat , which are all different from one
another.
 .  .  .  .Let f v [ f v ??? f v be the unique element of M v with no de-1 n
 .  .scents. An excedence of s g M v is a value of i such that s ) f v , andi i
 .we denote the number of such excedences by exc s . For example, the
permutation s s 2313212 has 3 excedences, occurring in the first, second,
 .and fourth places of s , and so exc s s 3.
Not many Euler]Mahonian pairs are known. A general overview of the
w xfew that have been discovered can be found in CSZ . There the authors
classify a solution to the equation
qstat xs . s qmajs . , 4 . 
sgS sgSn n
 .  .exc s sk des s sk
as a ``proper'' Euler]Mahonian pair, proper indicating that exc / des.
Using the geometry of the board, it is simple to convert one of our
 .  .Euler]Mahonian pairs des, stat into a solution to 4 . When this conver-
w xsion is applied to the j family, we get Denert's statistic den Den , and a
w x  .new proof of a result of Foata and Zeilberger FoZe , that exc, den is
 .equidistributed with des, maj . On the other hand, the mat family gives
 .what appears to be a fundamentally new solution to 4 .
 .Garsia and Remmel also obtained a solution to a form of 4 , namely
qnajs . s qmajs . , 
sgS sgSn n
 4  .a i : s Gi sk des s ski
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involving a statistic naj which they defined recursively. They also gave a
recursive definition of a Mahonian statistic which involved an arbitrary
Ferrers board. It would be interesting to obtain nonrecursive versions of
the definitions of these statistics, and determine how they relate to other
Mahonian statistics and Euler]Mahonian pairs.
 .In Section 5 we show that T B is a symmetric and unimodal polyno-k
w xmial in q for all B, a fact first proved in Ha1 . The proof is a simple
 . w xextension of Garsia and Remmel's proof that T B g N q . For somek
boards we prove a stronger result by a different method.
2. MATRICES OVER FINITE FIELDS
w xSolomon Sol showed how a placement of k nonattacking rooks on a
rectangular board can naturally be associated to a rectangular n = m
matrix with entries in F and of rank k. Ding has shown that a similarq
construction involving matrices over the complex numbers in the shape of
a Ferrers board has applications to topological questions involving certain
w xalgebraic varieties Din1, Din2 . In the lemma below we generalize
Solomon's result to Ferrers boards; the proof is a straightforward exten-
sion of his.
DEFINITION 1. For B a Ferrers board with n columns some of which
.  .may be empty , let P B be the number of n = n matrices A with entriesk
in F , of rank k, and with the restriction that all the entries of A in thoseq
squares of A outside of B are zero. For example, if B is the board
 .  .  . 2consisting of squares 1, 2 , 1, 3 , and 2, 3 , then P s 1, P s 2 q y q y0 1
 .21, P s q q y 1 , and P s 0.2 3
THEOREM 1. For any Ferrers board B,
k AreaB .yk y1P B s q y 1 q R q , .  .  .k k
 .where Area B is the number of squares of B.
Proof. Let A be a matrix of rank k, with entries in F , and zero outsideq
of B. We perform an operation on A which we call the elimination
procedure. Starting at the bottom of column 1 of A, travel up until you
arrive at a nonzero square b if the whole first column is zero go to
.column 2 and iterate . Call this nonzero square a pi¨ ot spot. Next add
multiples of the column containing b to the columns to the right of it to
produce zeros in the row containing b to the right of b. Also add
multiples of the row containing b to the rows above it to produce zeros in
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the column containing b above b. Now go to the bottom of the next
column and iterate; find the lowest nonzero square, call it a pivot spot,
then zero-out entries above and to the right as before.
If we place rooks on the square b and the other pivot spots we end up
with k nonattacking rooks. The number of matrices which generate a
specific rook placement C is
k a of squares to the right of or above a rookq y 1 q .
k AreaB .ykyinvC , B .s q y 1 q . .
COROLLARY 1. Let P be the number of n = n upper triangular matricesk
of rank k with entries in F . Thenq
nq1k yk y1 /P s q y 1 q S q ,2 .  .k nq1, nq1yk
 .where S q is the q-Stirling number of the second kind defined by then, k
recurrences
ky1 w xS q [ q S q q k S q 0 F k F n q 1 , .  .  .  .nq1, k n , ky1 n , k
 .  .with the initial conditions S q s 1 and S q s 0 for k - 0 or k ) n.0, 0 n, k
w xProof. It is known GaRe, p. 248 that if B is the triangular board
whose ith column has height i, then
R B s S q . .  .k nq1, nq1yk
Now apply Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 2. For any Ferrers board B,
n n
ky1 c iy1i1 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq P B s q y xq . .  .  . .  . nyk
is1ks0
y1  .Proof. This is obtained by replacing by replacing q by q in 2 ,
applying Theorem 1, and doing other simple transformations such as
xreplacing q by 1rx.
w xRemark. In Hag1 , the following identity was derived as a limiting case
of a hypergeometric result:
kR B 1 y q s 1 .  . k
k
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w  .xthis can also be obtained by letting x ª ` in 2 . Using Theorem 1, this is
equivalent to the trivial statement
P B s qAreaB . . . k
k
DEFINITION 2. Let C be a placement of n nonattacking rooks on the
 .n = n grid, with k rooks on the Ferrers board B. Define cross C, B to be
the number of squares of the n = n grid satisfying one of the following
conditions:
 .1 containing a rook or to the right of a rook
 .2 above a rook and on B
 .3 below a rook which is off B
 .  .  .  .Furthermore let mat C, B [ n n y k q Area B y cross C, B . See
Fig. 3.
THEOREM 2. If B is any Ferrers board,
T B s qmatC , B . . . k
C
n rooks, k on B
FIG. 3. A placement of six rooks with three rooks on B: cross s 27 so mat s 3)6 q
16 y 27 s 7.
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y1  .  .n AreaB .Proof. Replacing q by q in 3 and multiplying by q y 1 q
we get
n
nykk 2 AreaB .y1q2q ??? qky1qkq1q ??? qn.q -1 ??? q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q .  . .  .
ks0
n n




nykk AreaB . y1 ynyk .q y 1 ??? q y 1 q y 1 q R q q .  . .  . nyk
ks0
n
i= q x y 1 .
iskq1




2 k iq y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1 P q x y 1 s RHS of 5 .  . .  .  . nyk
iskq1ks0
n
ks x Q 6 . k
ks0
say. We will prove Theorem 2 by showing that
nn  .AreaB .q ymat C , B /Q s q y 1 q 2 .k
C
n rooks, k on B
nn  .  .qcross C , B yn nyk /s q y 1 q . 72 .  .
C
n rooks, k on B
Our strategy wil be to exploit the combinatorial interpretation of the LHS
 .of 6 . Using the following special case of Cauchy's famous q-binomial
theorem
my1 m kmj  /1 q xq s q , 82  . .  kjs0 ks0
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m w x w x w xwhere [ m !r k ! m y k ! is the q-binomial coefficient, the coeffi-
k
s  .cient of x in the LHS of 6 can be written as
nys
n nyk ny1 nyk nykq1 nykP q y q q y q ??? q y q .  .  . nyk
ks0
snykys  .  .n y k qs kq1 yk nyk /= y1 q . 92 .  .s
 .We want to show that the expression above equals the RHS of 7 . Let A
be a matrix of rank n y k, with entries in F and zero outside B. We nowq
perform an operation on A which we call the replacement procedure.
 .Starting with the last row the bottom row of A, define row a as thek
bottom-most row linearly dependent on the rows below it or a s n if thek
.last row is zero . Next let row a be the next bottom-most row linearlyky1
dependent on the rows below it, etc. Thus we end up with k rows
a ) a ) ??? ) a . We call the rows a , . . . , a ``dependent rows'' andk ky1 1 1 k
the other rows of A ``keeper rows''.
Now replace row a by any of the q n y q nyk rows which are linearly1
independent of the rows of A. Call this new row a , and note that P is1 nyk
n nyk .  .multiplied by q y q in 9 . If a has any nonzero entries off B, we1
call it a pi¨ ot row, and the spot where the left-most nonzero entry in a1
occurs a pi¨ ot spot when we perform the elimination procedure later, this
.spot will be a pivot . Next replace row a by a new row linearly indepen-2
dent of both the rows of A and the new row a , with the added constraint1
that if a is a pivot row, we require the new a row to have a zero in the1 2
column containing the pivot spot in row a . If a is a pivot row, there are1 1
ny1 nyk q y q choices for a if we look at all linear combinations of2
a , w , . . . , w where the w are the keeper rows of A, then for any fixed1 1 nyk i
c , . . . , c , the sums2 nykq1
c a q c w q ??? qc w1 1 2 1 nykq1 nyk
produce q different values in the column containing the pivot spot of a as1
. n nykq1c cycles through its q possible values and q y q choices other-1
y1 wwise. In the latter case, we define the weight of row a to be q this is2
what we need to multiply q n y q nykq1 by to get the desired factor
ny1 nyk  .xq y q occurring in 9 . If a is a pivot row, let the weight of row a1 2
be 1. As before, if a contains any nonzero entries off B we call it a pivot2
row, and its left-most nonzero entry a pivot spot.
Now for a , we require there be zeros in the columns containing any3
pivot spots in rows a or a . More generally, in a , we require zeros below1 2 j
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any of the pivot spots in rows a , 1 F i - j, and define the weight of a toi j
yw be q , with w equal to the cardinality of a : a is not a pivot row andi i
41 F i - j .
Let
snykys  .  .n y k qs kq1 yk nyk /factor s, k [ y1 q 2 .  .s
w  .xas in 9 . The argument above shows that Q equals the number ofs
matrices of rank n which are obtained by starting with matrices which are
zero outside of B and performing the replacement procedure, and finally
multiplying by the appropriate weight and factor. If we perform the
elimination procedure from the proof of Theorem 1 to one of these new
matrices, we end up with n pivots, where the pivots off B are exactly those
pivots spots defined above from the a .i
Let Q be the number of these matrices, counted with weights ands, j
factors, with j pivots off B.
Case 1. j s n y s. In this case, all the weights are 1. The row numbers
with pivots off B must have been the original a - a - ??? - a .1 2 nys
There are q nya ny s choices of row a to be dependent on the rowsnys
below; we call q nya ny s the pre-image term for this row. There are
nya ny sy1y1  .q the pre-image term for this row choices for row a tonysy1
 .be dependent on the rows below, etc. Note that the P in 9 satisfy i G s,i
and only the i s s term can possibly generate matrices with n y s pivots
 .off B. By the elimination procedure and 9 ,
n nya qnya y1q ??? qnya ynysy1.ny s nysy1 1Q s q y 1 q .s , nys
C
n rooks, s on B
= qa of squares to the right of a rook, or above a rook and on B
= qya of squares below a rook off B and to the right of some rook
= factor s, n y s , .
 .  .where in the sum above a C - ??? - a C are the row numbers with1 nys
rooks off B. Now
a of squares to the right of a rook or above a rook and on B
ya of squares below a rook off B and to the right of some rook
qn y a q n y a q ??? qn y a s cross C , B y n , .nys nysy1 1
and plugging this in above, after a short calculation we get
nn  .  .qcross C , B yn nys /Q s q y 1 q .2 .s , nys
C
n rooks, s on B
 .In view of 7 , Theorem 2 follows if we can show Q s 0 if j - n y s.s, j
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Case 2. j - n y s. By an abuse of terminology, if the weight of a row is
qw, we sometimes refer to w as the weight. A similar remark applies to the
pre-image term.
 .For each k with j F k F n y s, the term P in 9 makes a contribu-nyk
tion. Say after replacement and elimination, we end up with a placement C
of n rooks, with the j pivots off B in rows b - b - ??? - b . Then all1 2 j
these rows, and k y j others, must have been the original a , . . . , a . We1 k
have to sum over all choices of the k y j others, taking into account the
weights, the pre-image terms n y a q n y a y 1 q ??? qn y a y kk ky1 1
.  .  .y 1 , and the factor s, k term from 9 .
Say there are m new rows above row b , m new rows between rows b0 1 1 1
and b , . . . , and m below row b , with m G 0 and m q m q ??? qm s k2 j j i 0 1 j
y j. Let's compute the total weight of such an arrangement, using the fact
that as we move downwards, the weights of the rows decrease by one each
time, unless the row is just below a b , in which case the weight stays thei
same.
The m rows above row b have weights y0, y1, . . . , ym q 1.0 1 0
Row b has weight ym .1 0
The m rows between rows b and b have weights ym , ym y 1, . . . ,1 1 2 0 0
ym y m q 1.0 1
Row b has weight ym y m .2 0 1
...
Row b has weight ym y m y ??? ym .j 0 1 jy1
The m rows below row b have weights ym y m y ??? ym , . . . ,j j 0 1 jy1
ym m y ??? ym q 1.y 1 j
For the m rows below row b , say rows g ) g ) ??? ) g , the sum ofj j 1 2 m j
the pre-image terms will be n y g q n y g y 1 q ??? qn y g y m q1 2 m jj
1, and combining this with the weight for these rows gives a total contribu-
tion of
n y g y m q 1 y m y m y ??? ym q n y g y m y 2 y m .m j 0 1 jy1 m y1 j 0j j
y m y ??? ym y 1 q ??? qn y g y m y m y ??? ym q 1,1 jy1 1 0 1 j
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or
n y g q n y g q ??? qn y g y m k y j y 1 . .1 2 m jj
Lets skip past row b for the moment and consider rowsj
g ) g ) ??? ) gm q1 m q2 m qmj j j jy1
between rows b and b . The pre-image terms will bej jy1
n y g y m q 1 q n y g y m q 2 q ??? qn y g .  .m q1 j m q2 j m qmj j j jy1
y m q m . .j jy1
Adding in the weights as before we end up with a contribution of
n y g y 1 q n y g y 1 q ??? qn y g y 1 y m k y j y 1 .m q1 m q2 m qm jy1j j j jy1
for these rows. Continuing in this way, for the m rows above row b we0 1
get a total contribution of
n y g y j q ??? qg y j y m k y j y 1 . .m q ??? qm q1 m q ??? qm 0j 1 j 0
 .As we range over all legal choices of the g i.e., g / b for all i, k , thei i k
numbers
n y g , . . . , n y g , n y g y 1, . . . , n y g y 1,1 m m q1 m qmj j j jy1
. . . , n y g y j, . . . , n y g y jm q ??? qm q1 m q ??? qmj 1 j 0
range over all numbers between 0 and n y j y 1. Thus raising q to the
 .power of all terms above ignoring the b weights givesi
nyjy1
y kyjy1. m q ??? qm . kyj i0 jq = the coefficient of x in 1 q xq . 10 . .
is0
 .  .By 8 , 10 reduces to
ky jn y jy kyjy1. kyj.  /q q .2k y j
Next we add in the contribution from the b . The weight of b isi j
 .y m q ??? qm and its pre-image term is n y b y m . For b , the0 jy1 j j 2
 .  .weight is y m q m and the pre-image term is n y b y j y 2 y0 1 2
 .m q ??? qm . For b , the weight is ym and the pre-image term isj 2 1 0
 .  .n y b y j y 1 y m q ??? qm . The total contribution from the b is1 j 1 i
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thus q b, where
j
b [ n y b q ??? qn y b y j m q ??? qm y . .1 j 0 j  /2
 .For fixed C which also fixes the b we thus have a contribution to Q ofi s, j
ky j jn y jn  . .  .y kyjy1 kyj yj kyj y nyb q ??? qnyb1 j /  /q y 1 q q . 2 2 k y j
k
= qa of squares to the right of a rook, or above a rook and on B
= qya of squares below any rook off B and to the right of some rook
s nykys .  . n y kqs kq1 yk nyk /= q y12  .s
sq1 n y j kn y kcrossC , B .ynq kk r2qsynq1r2. /s q y1 q .2  . sk y j
k
Letting k s n y s y u, the sum above reduces to
uun y j n y j y s  /d y1 q 2 .s u
uG0
 .  .with d independent of u which equals zero for j - n y s by 8 . This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. MULTISET MAHONIAN STATISTICS
A placement C of n rooks on an n = n grid can be identified with a
 .permutation s s ??? s g S , in a simple way: a rook is on square i, j if1 2 n n
 .and only if s s j. We call this placement C s the graph of s . Hencei
both j and mat can be regarded as permutation statistics if we define
 .   . .  .   . .j s , B [ j C s , B and mat s , B [ mat C s , B .
Dworkin proved that j is Mahonian for all Ferrers boards B, i.e.,
j s , B . w xq s n !,
sgSn
or equivalently
w xT B s n !. 11 .  . k
k
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 .Equation 11 can also be obtained by letting x ª ` in the following
w xknown formula Hag1, p. 100, Dwo, pp. 35, 38
n
x q k w xT B s x q c y i q 1 , . k in is1k
 .which in turn follows from 21 and another form of the q-binomial
theorem.
In this section we show how to construct multiset Mahonian statistics
from both j and mat.
DEFINITION 3. Let B be a Ferrers board. A section D of B of width d
is a set of d consecutive columns of the n = n grid with the property that
the height of all the columns of B in D is the same. Say we have a
placement C of n rooks on the n = n grid, with s of the d rooks in D on
B. We say C is D-standard if both of the following hold.
 .1 The d y s rooks off B and in D are in the d y s left-most
columns of D. Furthermore, these d y s rooks are in ``descending'' order;
 .  .if two of these rooks occupy squares i, j and k, l , with i - k, then j - l.
 .2 The s remaining rooks in D and on B are in ``ascending'' order;
 .  .if two of these rooks occupy squares i, j and k, l , with i - k, then j ) l.
Call a placement of n rooks on the n = n grid B-standard if it is
D-standard for all possible sections D of B. See Fig. 4.
LEMMA 1. Let B be a Ferrers board, and let D be a section of B of width
d. Fix a placement C of n y d rooks in the n y d other columns of the n = n
grid outside of D. We say a placement of rooks C9 extends C if all the rooks of
FIG. 4. A section D of width 5 and a D-standard placement of rooks rooks outside of D
.are not pictured .
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 .C are in C9. Then the minimum ¨alue of mat C9, B , o¨er all placements C9
of n rooks extending C, occurs when C9 is D-standard. Furthermore, if E is
this D-standard extension of C,
matC 9 , B . matE , B .w xq s q d !.
C9
n rooks , extending C
Proof. By induction on d, the case d s 1 being trivial. Let D9 be D
minus its left-most column, and call an extension C9D semi-standard if it is
D9-standard. Also call the rook in the left-most column of D the left-rook.
We claim that when we add up qmat for the d semi-standard extensions,
matE, B .w xwe get q d . Lemma 1 will follow since, if for any of the d choices
for the left-rook we let the d y 1 remaining rooks in D cycle through their
 . w xd y 1 ! possibilities, by induction they generate an extra d y 1 !.
Say the rows not attacked by the rooks of C are rows
i - i - ??? - i ,s sy1 1
 .which intersect B within D and rows
j - j - ??? - j ,1 2 dys
 .which do not intersect B within D . Note that j ) i . We consider what1 1
happens to the statistic cross when we move from one semi-standard
placement to another, in three special cases.
Case 1. The left-rook changes from row j to row j for somep pq1
1 F p - d y s. Consider Figs. 5 and 6. The horizontal line near the middle
of the figure is the boundary of B, indicated by the letter B. Otherwise,
squares which are counted in the definition of cross are indicated by
straight lines going through them ignore contributions from rooks outside
.of D for the moment . If, in the definition of cross, those squares which
satisfy two of the three conditions were counted twice, then cross would be
the same for Figs. 5 and 6, since the line segments of lengths P, Q, R, and
S are merely shifted around from one figure to the next. But there is one
more square in Fig. 6 that satisfies two of the three conditions then there
is in Fig. 5 note the circled intersections; note also that rooks to the left
or the right of D will create the same number of intersections in both
placements, hence we are justified in ignoring their contribution when
determining how much cross changes by, and do not need to include them
.in our figures . Thus cross has decreased by one.
Case 2. The left-rook changes from row j to row i . Consider Figs. 71 1
and 8. As in case 1, we need only consider the number of squares which
satisfy two of the three conditions. For example, there are P squares below
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FIG. 5. A D semi-standard placement of rooks.
FIG. 6. Another D semi-standard placement of rooks. The left-rook has moved down to
row j .pq1
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the left-rook in Fig. 7, and also P squares below the rook in column two of
Fig. 8. Similar remarks apply to Q, R, S, T , and U. Since there are d y s
 .new circled intersections, cross has decreased by d y s.
Case 3. The left-rook changes from row i to row i for somep pq1
1 F p - s. See Figs. 9 and 10. As in case 1, cross decreases by 1.
Combining cases 1, 2, and 3, we see that as the left-rook cycles through
rows
j , j , . . . , j , i , i , . . . , i ,1 2 dys 1 2 s
cross decreases by one each time, hence mat increases by one each time.
Thus
matC 9 , B . matE , B .w xq s q d
semi-standard C 9
extending C
and Lemma 1 follows by induction.
 . tLet B be the Ferrers board of Fig. 11, with d s d , . . . , d g P a1 t
vector satisfying  d s n. For technical reasons we allow the h g N thusi i i
there are in general several different choices for t, h, and d which
FIG. 7. A D semi-standard placement of rooks.
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FIG. 8. Another D semi-standard placement of rooks. The left-rook has moved up to
row i .1
.represent the same board . A placement C of n rooks on squares
 .  .  .1, t , . . . , n, t can be converted into a multiset permutation s g M d1 n
by first forming a sequence S whose ith element is t , then replacingi
numbers 1 through d of S, wherever they occur, by all 1's, numbers1
d q 1 through d of S by all 2's, etc. We call the  d ! placements that1 2 i i
 .get mapped to s g M d the graphs of s . By restricting our attention to
 .B-standard placements, we have a bijection between elements s g M d
 .  .and B-standard placements C s . We call C s the B-standard graph
of s .
 .DEFINITION 4. Let B s B h , d ; h , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers1 1 2 2 t t
board of Fig. 11, where  d s n. For a given permutation s gi i
 ..M d , d , . . . , d , let1 2 t
mat s , B [ mat C s , B .  . .
 .where C s is the B-standard graph of s .
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FIG. 9. A D semi-standard placement of rooks.
 .By iterating Lemma 1 and using 11 we now have
 .THEOREM 3. Let B [ B h , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers board of1 1 t t
 .Fig. 11, with  d s n. Then mat B is multiset Mahonian, i.e.,i i
nmats , B .q s . d , d , . . . , d1 2 t .sgM d
DEFINITION 5. Let B be a Ferrers board, and let D be a section of B
of width d. Let C be a placement of n rooks on the n = n grid, with s of
the d rooks in D on B. We say C is D-regular if both of the following
hold.
 .1 The s rooks on B and in D are in the s left-most columns of D.
Furthermore, these s rooks are in ``ascending'' order; if two of these rooks
 .  .occupy squares i, j and k, l , with i - k, then j ) l.
 .2 The d y s remaining rooks in D and off B are also in ascending
order.
Call a placement of n rooks on the n = n grid B-regular if it is D-regular
for all possible sections D of B. See Fig. 12.
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FIG. 10. Another D semi-standard placement of rooks. The left-rook has moved up to
row i .pq1
 .FIG. 11. The Ferrers board B h , d ; . . . ; h , d , where d g P, h g N for 1 F i F t. The1 1 t t i i
first d columns have height h , the next d have height h q h , etc.1 1 2 1 2
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FIG. 12. A section D of width 5 and a D-regular placement of rooks rooks outside of D
.are not pictured .
By arguments identical to those given for the statistic mat, one can
prove the following results for j .
LEMMA 2. Let B be a Ferrers board, and let D be a section of width d. Fix
a placement C of n y d rooks in the n y d other columns of the n = n grid
 .outside of D. Then the minimum ¨alue of j C9, B , o¨er all placements C9 of
n rooks extending C, occurs when C9 is D-regular. Furthermore, if E is this
D-regular extension of C,
j C 9 , B . j E , B .w xq s q d !.
C9
n rooks , extending C
 .DEFINITION 6. Let B s B h , d ; h , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers board1 1 2 2 t t
of Fig. 11, where  d s n. For a given permutation s gi i
 ..M d , d , . . . , d , let1 2 t
j s , B [ j P s , B , .  . .
 .where P s is the graph of s which is B-regular.
 .THEOREM 4. Let B [ B h , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers board of Fig.1 1 t t
 .11, with  d s n. Then j B is multiset Mahonian, i.e.,i i
nj s , B .q s . d , d , . . . , d1 2 t .sgM d
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4. EULER]MAHONIAN STATISTICS
 .DEFINITION 7. Let B n denote the triangular board of side n y 1
 .consisting of all squares i, j with 1 F i - j F n.
w xIn Ha1 it was shown that
n
majs . nky  /q s q T B n 122  .  . . k
sgSn
 .des s sk
and also that
qmajs . s T B n . 13 .  . . nyky1
sgSn
 .des s sk
 . cFor any Ferrers board B c , . . . , c , let B be the complementary board1 n
with column heights n y c , n y c , . . . , n y c . Dworkin proved a ``re-n ny1 1
w xciprocity'' theorem for T , namely Dwok
ny1 y c /T B , q s q T B , q . 142  .  . .k nyk
 .  .  .Combining 13 , 14 , and a symmetry property of the T Theorem 6k
which we prove in Section 5, we get
n cmajs . nky  /q s q T B n , q . 152  .  . . kq1
sgSn
 .des s sk
 .  .Similarly, 12 and 14 imply
cmajs .q s T B n , q , 16 .  . . nyk
sgSn
 .des s sk
a fact we will use later.
w xThere is a straightforward way, used by Riordan and Kaplansky KaRi ,
to identify a permutation p s p p ??? p g S having k descents, with a1 2 n n
 .  .placement F p of n rooks on the n = n grid with k rooks on B n . If
 .p s 1, let y be the cycle p p ??? p . If a is the smallest integer notj 1 1 2 j1 1
 .contained in y , and p s a , let y be the cycle p p ??? p , etc.1 j 2 j q1 j q2 j2 1 1 2
 .  .Now let F p be the placement having a rook on i, j if and only if i and
j are in the same cycle y for some p, with i immediately following j. Callp
 .F p the descent graph of p . For example, if p s 3521647, the y are thei
 .  .  .cycles 3521 , 64 , and 7 , and its descent graph is illustrated in Fig. 13.
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 .It follows from 12 that if we define
nstat1 p [ n des p y q mat F p , B n .  .  .  . . /2
s n2 y cross F p , B n , 17 .  .  . .
 .  .then des, stat1 is jointly distributed with des, maj . To get another such
 .pair des, stat2 we can reflect the board about the cross diagonal, i.e.,
 .  .relabel square i, j as square n y j q 1, n y i q 1 , which gives us a new
 .  .rook placement F9 p with the same number of rooks on B n . For
example, if we reflect the placement in Fig. 13 we get the descent graph of
1425763. This placement will have a different value of mat, which we can
 .then use to define stat2 as in 17 above.
If we reverse a permutation p with k descents, we get a new permuta-
 .  .tion b p [ p p ??? p with n y k q 1 descents. By 13 , if we letn ny1 1
 .    ..  .. stat3 p s mat F b p , B n , we have an Euler]Mahonian pair des,
.  .stat3 . We can also get another pair des, stat4 by reflection. So far we
have four statistics for both j and mat which, when combined with des,
form an Euler]Mahonian pair. For each of these statistics stat we can get
 . w  .another Euler]Mahonian pair by forming des, nk y stat if we let z pi
  ..  .   ..  .[ n y p q 1, then des z p s des p and maj z p s n des pny iq1
 .  . nk r2 xy maj p , hence the LHS of 13 is symmetric about q . Thus both j
and mat each induce a family of eight pairs. Table I lists the two families
for three sample permutations.
An examination of Table I shows that none of the sixteen pairs equal
each other for all p . Hence the j and mat families are fundamentally
different, at least with respect to the simple transformations we have
FIG. 13. The descent graph of the permutation 3521647, whose associated cycles are




p stat1 stat2 stat3 stat4 nk-stat1 nk-stat2 nk-stat3 nk-stat4
3521647
j 10 14 11 9 11 7 10 12
mat 12 8 11 13 9 13 10 8
2537461
j 13 11 13 10 8 10 8 11
mat 9 11 9 12 12 10 12 9
1425376
j 13 10 11 13 8 11 10 8
mat 9 12 13 11 12 9 8 10
considered here. In addition none of the sixteen pairs are equal to maj,
w x wand are also unequal to the statistic mak as described in CSZ the pair
 . w xxdes, mak is known to be Euler]Mahonian FoZe .
 .  .We can also make use of 15 and 16 to try and generate other
Euler]Mahonian pairs. However, examples indicate that the pairs arrived
at in this manner are rearrangements of the sixteen pairs above.
Some of our Euler]Mahonian statistics can easily be rephrased as a
 .  .multiset solution to 4 . We utilize the following generalization of 12
w xHag1, p. 118 ;
T G .k vmajp . nkyAreaG .vq s q , 18 . t w x ¨ !is1 i .pgM v
 .des p sk
 .where G is the board of Fig. 14. For s g M v , it is easy to see that thev
 .number of rooks on G in any of the  ¨ ! graphs of s is exc s . Usingv i i
 .this Lemma 1 and 18 imply
q nkyAreaG v .qmatC , G v . s qmajs . 
G -standard placements C  .sgM vv
 .k rooks on G des s skv
s qstat5s . , 19 .
 .sgM v
 .exc s sk
 .  .   . .  .where stat5 s [ nk y Area G q mat C s , G , with C s the G -v v v
standard graph of s . We also have
qstat5s . s qmajs . , 
 .  .sgM v sgM v
 .  .exc s sk des s sk
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FIG. 14. The Ferrers board G . The first ¨ columns are empty, the next ¨ have heightv 1 2
¨ , etc.1
 .   . .  .  .where stat6 s [ j P s , G q nk y Area G , with P s the G -v v v
regular graph of s .
 .If we reflect the board G , the G -standard graph of s g M v gets sentv v
 ..  .to one of the  ¨ ! graphs of some s g M ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , with exc si i t ty1 1
 .s exc s . Thus we have the identity
qstat7s . s qmajp . , 20 . 
 ..  ..sgM ¨ , . . . , ¨ pgM ¨ , . . . , ¨t 1 1 t
 .  .exc s sk des p sk
 .  .   . .where stat7 s s nk y Area G q mat C s , G , with s and s thev v
 .reflected images of each other. MacMahon showed the RHS of 20 is
w  .invariant under any permutation of the coordinates of v the RHS of 2
x q ¨ y 1i w x  .reduces to  ¨ ! when B s G , which implies the LHS of 2i i v¨ i
 .xand hence the R are so invariant, and thus also the T by 3 . This givesk k
qstat7s . s qmajp . , 
 ..  ..sgM ¨ , . . . , ¨ pgM ¨ , . . . , ¨t 1 t 1
 .  .exc s sk des p sk
a proper multiset Euler]Mahonian pair. Clearly we can also replace stat7
  . .  .  .above by j P s , G q nk y Area G , where P s is the G -regularv v v
graph of s .
 .One could also generate other identities by applying reciprocity to 18 ,
but instead of working with excedences, we would need to work with rises,
 .a rise being a value of i such that s G f v .i i
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It does not seem to be as easy to obtain new statistics by reversing the
string when working with multiset permutations since if such a permuta-
 . tion has k excedences or k descents , the number of excedences or
.descents of the reversed string is unpredictable.
In the late 1980's M. Denert introduced an interesting permutation
statistic which arose during her research into algebraic number theory. She
conjectured that this statistic was Euler]Mahonian when paired with exc.
w xHer conjecture was proven by Foata and Zeilberger FoZe , who named
her statistic ``Denert's statistic,'' denoted by den. We now show that den is
part of the j family.
 .c  .It will prove convenient to work with B n and 16 . Let s g S , andn
 .T let C s denote the transpose of the graph of s which is the graph of
y1 .  .Ts . For each rook in C s , put an x on the grid in all the squares to
 .cthe right and in the row. For each rook off B n , put a circle in the
squares below and in the column, and also in the squares above and on
 .c  .cB n . Finally, for each rook on B n , put a circle in those squares below
 .cand in the column and on B n . Then j is the number of squares with
circles, minus the number of squares with both circles and x's, or aO y
aXO say. Now directly from the board we have
aO s n y s q i q i y s i i
s )i s Fii i
and
aXO s a 1 F i - j F n; s F j - s 4i j
q a 1 F i - j F n; s ) s ) j 4i j
q a 1 F i - j F n; j G s ) s . 4i j
 . w xThe formula for aXO above equals den s FoZe, p. 33 and the formula
 .for aO simplifies to n = exc s , so we get
j s n = exc s y den s .  .
 .  .  .and the equidistribution of exc, den with des, maj follows from 16 and
 .the symmetry of the LHS of 13 .
It is interesting to compare the statistic den with the following result,
obtained by performing the above analysis with mat instead of j . We list
this in part a of the theorem below. As far as the author is aware, this is
not equivalent to any known statistic.
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 .THEOREM 5. a For s ??? s g S , define1 n n
stat s [ s y i q 1 y s q a 1 F i - j F n; s ) s ) j 4 .  i i i j
s )i s Fii i
q a 1 F i - j F n; s F j and s - s . 4i i j
 .  .Then exc, stat is equidistributed with des, maj .
 .  .b For s g M v , with n s  ¨ , definei i
nstat x s [ q 1 q 1 .    /2  / . i-j m-i and mF¨ q ??? q¨s Ff v 1 s y1i i is )s s -si j m i
q 1y iy1 y ny iq ¨ . .     m /
m-s . m-i  .  .s )f v s )f v s Ff v ii i i i i is -sm i
 .  .Then exc, stat x is equidistributed with des, maj .
 .TProof. First we prove part a, where s g S . For each rook in C s ,n
put an x on the grid in all the squares to the right and in the row. For each
 .crook off B n , put an x in the squares below and in the column, and also
 .c  .cin the squares above and on B n . Finally, for each rook on B n , put an
x in those squares above and in the column. Then cross equals the number
of rooks, plus the total number of x 's, minus the number of squares with
two x's, or cross n q aX y aXX say. Now
n q 1n q aX s q n y s q i q s y 1, i i /2
s )i s Fii i
and
aXX s a 1 F i - j F n; s ) s ) j 4i j
q a 1 F i - j F n; s F j - s 4i j
q a 1 F i - j F n; s - s F j . 4i j
Since
cT n q 1mat C s , B n s n = exc s q y cross, .  .  . .  /2
the result follows.
It is desirable to have a multiset version of the explicit formula from
part a. However, trying to mimic the above argument while using the
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c  .board G doesn't seem to lead to a nice formula. Instead we use C s andv
 .19 , and otherwise proceed exactly as in the proof of part a. The result is
part b above. The details are left as an exercise to the interested reader.
5. UNIMODALITY
 .In this section we show that for any admissible Ferres board B, T B isk
w  .symmetric and unimodal. A different proof that T B is symmetric cank
w xxbe found in Dwo, p. 52 . For certain boards we prove a stronger result.
 . N jDEFINITION 8. Let f q [  a q be a polynomial in q, wherejsM j
a / 0 and a / 0. We call f symmetric if a s a for 0 F k F NM N Mqk Nyk
y M, and unimodal if there exists p such that M F p F N and a FM
 .a F ??? F a G a G ??? G a . Let darga f [ M q N. We say fMq 1 p pq1 N
 .  .  . w xis zsu d if f is either a identically zero or b is g N q , and is
 . ssymmetric and unimodal with darga f s d. Note that the polynomial q
 .is zsu 2 s .
 .Claim 1. If f and g are polynomials which are both zsu d , then so is
f q g.
Proof. Trivial.
 .  .  .Claim 2. If f is zsu d and g is zsu e , then fg is zsu d q e .
 w x.Proof. This proof is taken from Zei . If either f or g is zero, then so
is fg. If not, then f can be written as a sum of ``atoms'' terms of the form
dy i dyiq1 i .q q q q ??? qq for some dr2 F i F d , and g equals the sum of
atoms of the form q ey j q ??? qq j. The product of two of these atoms is of
the form
q eqdyiyj q 2 q eqdyiyjq1 q 3q eqdyiyjq2 q ??? q3qiq jy2 q 2 qiq jy1 q qiq j,
 .which is zsu d q e . Summing over all products of atoms from f and g,
and applying Claim 1 repeatedly proves the claim.
k w x ky1DEFINITION 9. Let d be the linear operator such that d x [ k x
 .for k g Z; for any formal power series F x ,
F xq y F x .  .
dF x s . .
xq y x
 w x.LEMMA 3 This appears in GaRe . For 0 F k F n,
k w x ky1 w x kx k x q n y k q 1 x q
d s .n nq11 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq 1 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  .  .  .  .
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DEFINITION 10.
n x kT B c , . . . , c . .ks0 nyk 1 n
F x ; c , c , . . . , c [ , .1 2 n n1 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  .
 .where B c , c , . . . , c is the Ferrers board whose ith column has1 2 n
height c .i
w xF satisfies the following useful identity GaRe, p. 259
` n
k w xF x ; c , c , . . . , c s x k q c y i q 1 . 21 .  . 1 2 n i
is1ks0
 .THEOREM 6. Let B [ B c , . . . , c be an admissible Ferrers board. Then1 n
for 0 F k F n,
T B is zsu N B , .  . .k k
where
n q 1N B [ Area B q n n y k y . 22 .  .  .  .k  /2
 .Proof. Throughout the proof, B denotes the board B c , c , . . . , c .1 2 n
wOur proof is a straight-forward refinement of the proof in GaRe, pp.
x  . w x258]263 that T B g N q . First we show that performing the boardk
transformations RAISE, FLIP, and ADD described below preserve prop-
 .erty 22 .
RAISE: this operation increases the height of each column by one; it
 .assumes c F n y 1. Equation 21 impliesn
F x ; c q 1, c q 1, . . . , c q 1 s F x ; c , c , . . . , c rx , .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
  ..  .  .thus T B c q 1, c q 1, . . . , c q 1 s T B . Hence if T B isk 1 2 n ky1 ky1
n q 1  .  . .  zsu Area B q n n y k q 1 y , then we have T B c q 1, c q / k 1 22
..1, . . . , c q 1 isn
n q 1zsu Area B q n q n n y k y .  .  / /2
which is
zsu N B c q 1, . . . , c q 1 . . . .k 1 n
FLIP: this operation replaces B by B*, where B* is B reflected about
the cross diagonal, the same reflection utilized in Section 4. Since B* has
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the same rook numbers as B and hence the same q-rook numbers as B,
 .  .  .  .  .  .F x; B* s F x; B , and T B* s T B . Clearly Area B* s Area B ,k k
 .  .and so N B* s N B .k k
ADD: this operation adds a column of height zero to B. Since
 .  . w xF x; 0, c , c , . . . , c s x d x F x; c , c , . . . , c GaRe, p. 260 , using1 2 n 1 2 n
Lemma 3 we get
F x ; 0, c , c , . . . , c .1 2 n
nq1 kx T B .nykq1s xd  n1 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  .ks1
nq1x
ky1w xs x k T B . nykq1nq11 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  . ks1
k w x kq x n y k q 1 T B q , .nykq1
or
nq1 kx T B 0, c , . . . , c . .nq1yk 1 n nq11 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  .ks0
nq1 k ky1w x w xx k T B q n y k q 2 q T B .  . .nq1yk nykq2s . nq11 y x 1 y xq ??? 1 y xq .  .  .ks1
  .. Comparing numerators we get T B 0, c , . . . , c s 0, and also afternq1 1 n
.replacing k by n q 1 y k ,
w x w x nykT B 0, c , . . . , c s n q 1 y k T B q k q 1 q T B , .  .  . .k 1 n k kq1
1 F k F n q 1. 23 .
 .   ..  .   ..Assuming T B is zsu N B , and also that T B is zsu N B ,k k kq1 kq1
 .   ..both terms on the RHS of 23 have darga N B 0, c , . . . , c , and byk 1 n
 .Claim 1, the LHS of 23 does also.
 .We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 6 by induction on Area B .
 . If Area B s 0, then B is the trivial board of width n i.e. c s 0 fori
.  .1 F i F n . It follows from 3 that
n kx
w xF x ; B s R B k ! .  . nyk k1 y x ??? 1 y xq .  .ks0
x n
w xs n ! ,n1 y x ??? 1 y xq .  .
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which implies
w xn !, if k s 0,
T B s .k  0, if k ) 0.
n2 n q 1 . w x .Since N B s n y s s darga n ! , this shows Theorem 6 is / /0 22
true if B is trivial.
w x  .The rest of the proof is precisely as in GaRe . Assume Area B ) 0,
and that Theorem 6 is true for all boards of smaller Area than B. We now
show that B can be obtained from a board of smaller Area by a sequence
of RAISE, FLIP, or ADD operations, and Theorem 6 follows by induction.
 .Case 1
1 F c F c F ??? F c . Applying RAISE to B c y 1, c y 1, . . . ,1 2 n 1 2
.   ..  .c y 1 results in B, and Area B c y 1, . . . , c y 1 - Area B .n 1 n
 .Case 2
0 F c F c F ??? F c s n. After performing FLIP, B* falls under1 2 n
Case 1.
 .Case 3
 4 0 F c F c F ??? F c F n y 1. Let s [ min i: c ) 0 if s doesn't1 2 n i
.exist, B is trivial .
 .  .Subcase a n y s q 1 G c . Let H [ B c y 1, c y 1, . . . , c y 1 ,n s sq1 n
 .  .and note that Area H - Area B . Since n y s q 1 G c , performingn
RAISE to H results in an admissible board, and following this by s y 1
ADD operations, we end up with B.
 .Subcase b n y s q 1 - c . After performing FLIP, B* falls undern
 .Subcase a . This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
 .Let B h , d ; h , d ; . . . ; h , d denote the Ferrers board of Fig. 11.1 1 2 2 t t
Lemma 1 implies that
T B .k w xg N q .t w x d !is1 i
 . w xIn certain cases we can show that T B r d ! is symmetric and uni-k i i
 .modal; this is a stronger condition then T B being symmetric andk
unimodal by Claim 2.
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DEFINITION 11. If m - 0, extend the definition of the q-binomial
coefficient in the standard way
m my1 mykq11 y q 1 y q ??? 1 y q .  .  .m
[ .2 kk 1 y q 1 y q ??? 1 y q .  .  .
We call m the numerator of the q-binomial coefficient. Also given
numbers d , e and h for 1 F i F t, let D , E , and H be abbreviationsi i i i i i
for the partial sums d q d q ??? qd , e q ??? qe , and h q ??? qh ,1 2 i 1 i 1 i
respectively, with 1 F i F t and D s E s H s 0.0 0 0
Claim 3. Given integers d , e , and h , with 0 F e F d , d g P,i i i i i i
h g N for 1 F i F t, leti
t H y D q E D q D y H y Ei iy1 iy1 i iy1 i iy1P e [ . .  ed y e ii iis1
 .  .Set d s 0 and assume that either 1 d q d G h for 1 F i F t, or 20 iy1 i i
D G H for 1 F i F t. Then if any of the numerators of the q-binomiali i
 .  .coefficients in the definition of P e are negative, P e s 0.
Proof. If H y D q E - 0 for some k with 1 F k F t, choose jk ky1 ky1
so that for i - j, H y D q E G 0 and H y D q E - 0. Notei iy1 iy1 j jy1 jy1
that j G 2. Now H y D q E - 0 implies H y D q E - dj jy1 jy1 j jy2 jy2 jy1
y e which implies H y D q E - d y e which impliesjy1 jy1 jy2 jy2 jy1 jy1
H y D q Ejy1 jy2 jy2
s 0
d y ejy1 jy1
since the numerator of this q-binomial coefficient is nonnegative by
.  .definition of j . This implies P e s 0. Next assume we have a j for which
D q D y H y E - 0, but D q D y H y E G 0 for 1 F i - j.j jy1 j jy1 i iy1 i iy1
 .If condition 2 is true, this is impossible, for D q D y H y E G Dj jy1 j jy1 j
 .q D y H y D s D y H . So assume 1 holds. Then D q D yjy1 j jy1 j j j jy1
H y E - 0 implies D q D y H y E - e which implies d qj jy1 j jy1 j jy2 jy1 j
d y h q D q D y H y E - e which implies D qjy1 j jy1 jy2 jy1 jy2 jy1 jy1
D y H y E - e which impliesjy2 jy1 jy2 jy1
D q D y H y Ejy1 jy2 jy1 jy2 s 0,ejy1
since the numerator is nonnegative by definition of j but less than the
denominator.
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Claim 4. Given integers d , e , and h as in Claim 3, leti i i
t s q H y Di iy1Q s [ . .  diis1
 .Then if s q H y D - 0 for any i satisfying 1 F i F t, then Q s s 0.i iy1
Proof. Let j be such that s q H y D - 0, but s q H y D G 0j jy1 i iy1
for 1 F i - j. Note that j G 2 since s q H y D s s q h G 0. Now s q1 0 1
H y D - 0 implies s q H y D - d which implies s q H yj jy1 j jy2 jy1 jy1
D - d which impliesjy2 jy1
s q H y Djy1 jy2
s 0
djy1
since the numerator of this q-binomial coefficient is nonnegative.
 .We have previously assumed that B is an admissible board c F n butn
in the next theorem we remove that restriction. Note that the definition of
R makes sense if c ) n as well, and for such inadmissible boards wek n
 .  w x.define T via 3 in general these T f N q .k k
 .THEOREM 7. Let B s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers board of Fig.1 1 t t
 .  .  .11, where H may be greater than D B inadmissible . Set L B s Area Bt t k
 . t  . t w xq n n y k y  D d . Then T B r d ! is either zero or symmetricis1 i i k is1 i
 .  .with darga L B . In addition, if either 1 d q d G h for 1 F i F t, ork iy1 i i
 .2 D G H for 1 F i F t, theni i
T B .k
t w x d !is1 i
  ..is zsu L B .k
Proof. We require the following formulas:
k tT B . kys s q H y Dnyk i iy1kysn q 1  /s y1 q 242 .  . t k y s dw x d ! iis1is1 i ss0
and
H y n q d q st tw xT B s d ! T B9 .  .nyk t nyd yst d y k q stkyd FsFkt
=
2n y d y H y st t kys. H qkyn.tq , 25 .
k y s
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 .where B9 s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d is obtained by truncating the last d1 1 ty1 ty1 t
 .columns of B. The initial conditions are given by T B equals 1 if s s ns
and zero otherwise, where B denotes the empty board with zero columns.
 .  .  .Equation 24 is easily derived from 2 , 3 , and the q-Vandermonde
w x w x  .convolution Hag1, p. 98 , Dwo, p. 39 . Equation 25 is Theorem 4.3.13 of
w xHag1 , and can also be obtained by setting p s t, x s y s 1 in Corollary
w x5.10 of Hag2 , where an inductive proof of the result is given.
 .LEMMA 4. With B as abo¨e and P e as in Claim 3,
t t
e H yD qE .i i i iw xT B s d ! P e q . 26 .  .  .  nyk i
is1 is1e qe q ??? qe sk1 2 t
0Fe Fdi i
 .Proof. By induction, the case t s 1 following from 25 . For t ) 1,
 .using 25 and the inductive hypothesis we get
t H y D q k y et ty1 tw xT B s d ! .  nyk i d y et tis1 0Fe Fkt
0Fe Fdt t
D q D y H y k q et ty1 t t e H qkyD .t t t= qet
ty1 H y D q Ei iy1 iy1
=   d y ei iis1e q ??? qe skye1 ty1 t
0Fe Fdi i
D q D y H y Ei iy1 i iy1 e H yD qE .i i i i= qei
 .which equals the RHS of 26 since k y e s E .t ty1
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 7. We use the well-known
 w x .fact see GoOH, Zei for an amazing constructive proof that for all
m   ..m g N and k g N, is zsu k m y k . Claim 4 implies that all the
k
 .terms on the RHS of 24 are polynomials. After a short calculation, we
 .see that they are all symmetric with darga L B . This proves the first partk
 .of the theorem, but unfortunately the terms on the RHS of 24 alternate
in sign and so we cannot conclude that the LHS is unimodal. However, if
 .  .condition 1 or 2 of Theorem 7 are satisfied, we can apply Claim 3 and
 . w xconclude all the terms on the RHS of 26 are g N q . They are also all of
 .darga L B , and so the second part of Theorem 7 follows by Claim 1.k
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COROLLARY 3. For any ¨ector v of nonnegati¨ e integers,
qmajp .
 .pgM v
 .des p sk
 .is zsu nk .
.Proof. The board G satisfies condition 2 of Theorem 7, and combin-v
 .ing this with 18 we have
qmajp .
 .pgM v
 .des p sk
is
t
zsu Area G q n n y k y ¨ ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ .  .  .v i 1 2 i
is1
q2nk y 2Area G . 27 .  .v /
Now
t
Area G s ¨ ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ , .  .v i 1 2 iy1
is1
2 2 .  .  .and since ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ s n , 27 reduces to zsu nk .1 2 t
6. FINAL COMMENTS
w xIn Hag1, p. 130 , the following more general form of Corollary 3 is
derived
q r majp .
 .pgM v
k r-descents
 t  ..  .is zsu nk q  ¨ ¨ q ??? q¨ , which involves the q y r Simonis1 i iyrq1 iy1
w xNewcomb numbers introduced by Rawlings Raw . The author hopes to
describe connections between these numbers and q-rook polynomials
w xmore fully elsewhere Hag3 .
Galovich and White have introduced a very general method of generat-
w xing Mahonian statistics, statistics they call ``splittable'' GaWh . The author
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 .would like to thank them for consultations regarding the statistic mat B ,
which together with simple examples have led to the conclusion that mat
is not splittable, at least not for all boards B.
For some time researchers have sought a q-analog of the theory of
permutations with restricted position. No positive answer to this question
w xhas ever been found. Joni and Rota JoRo showed how the study of vector
spaces over finite fields with restricted bases is relevant to this problem.
w xLater Chen and Rota ChRo proved that if you require a q-analog to have
a certain interpretation in terms of automorphisms with prescribed behav-
ior, then a solution is possible only for a few types of boards. There are
interesting similarities between, but no obvious overlap with, some of their
results and ours.
One can also try and develop a q-analog by finding a way of defining Rk
 .  .for arbitrary boards not just Ferrers boards such that a q-analog of 3
holds. Perhaps the connection between matrices over F of fixed rank andq
rook placements will shed some light on this question.
 .Note Added in Proof. Theorems 2 and 6 together imply that the statistic cross C, B y
 .  .n n q 1 r2 also generates T B .K
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